The 2018 Nobel Laureates

The Nobel Prize in Physics
Dr Arthur Ashkin
Professor Gérard Mourou
Professor Donna Strickland

The Nobel Prize in Chemistry
Professor Frances H. Arnold
Professor George P. Smith
Sir Gregory P. Winter

The Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine
Professor James P. Allison
Professor Tasuku Honjo

The Sveriges Riksbank Prize in Economic Sciences in Memory of Alfred Nobel
Professor William D. Nordhaus
Professor Paul M. Romer
**Programme**

The guests of honour enter in procession

His Majesty’s toast is proposed by Professor Carl-Henrik Heldin, Chairman of the Board of the Nobel Foundation

A toast to Alfred Nobel’s memory is proposed by His Majesty the King

**Divertissement**

**On Courage**

**Act 1 Amends**

Music by Mikael Karlsson and Anna von Hausswolff

Vocals and lyrics by Anna von Hausswolff

The Royal Swedish Orchestra, the Royal Swedish Opera Chorus

Organ and piano Mikael Karlsson

**Act 2 Courage**

Music by Mikael Karlsson and Anna von Hausswolff

Vocals and lyrics by Anna von Hausswolff

The Royal Swedish Orchestra

Dancers from the Royal Swedish Ballet, Haruka Sassa and Jérôme Marchand

Organ Mikael Karlsson

**Act 3 Embodiment**

Music by Mikael Karlsson

Vocals by Anna von Hausswolff

Choreography by Nicolas Le Riche

Dancers from the Royal Swedish Ballet, Haruka Sassa and Jérôme Marchand

The Royal Swedish Orchestra, the Royal Swedish Opera Chorus

Piano Mikael Karlsson

**Act 4 Dessert Parade**

Haruka Sassa, Jérôme Marchand and the waiters

Music by Mikael Karlsson

The Royal Swedish Orchestra

Organ and piano Mikael Karlsson

Students from Swedish universities and colleges, bearing the standards of their student unions, pay homage to the Laureates

Speeches by Laureates

The guests of honour rise from the table and leave in procession

Dancing in the Golden Hall

A midnight snack at 00.15

**Artistic Programme**

Programme and music by Mikael Karlsson

Music and lyrics Anna von Hausswolff

Orchestration Mikael Karlsson and Michael P. Atkinson

Choreographer and Artistic Director The Royal Swedish Ballet Nicolas Le Riche

Conductor James Grossmith

Costume Designer for dancers Astrid Olsson H&M

Costume Designer for Anna von Hausswolff Helena Lundström

The Royal Swedish Opera

General Manager and Artistic Director Birgitta Svendén

The Royal Swedish Orchestra

Concertmaster Jannica Gustafsson

The Royal Swedish Opera Chorus

Chorus Master James Grossmith

Producers

Hammars Drama Productions Marie-Louise Sid-Sylwander and Ingmar Bergman Jr

The Royal Swedish Opera Tove Asplind

Lighting Designer Per Sundin

Sound Designer Lars Wern

Set Designer Niklas Wollheim

Floral designer Per Benjamin

Organist Mattias Wager

Trumpeters Olle and Mikael Hermansen

Toastmaster Sara Tabari

Dance orchestra Laszlo Royale with Malena Laszlo and Mikael Grahn

The flowers are graciously provided by Regione Liguria, Comune di Sanremo and the Chamber of Commerce Riviere di Liguria
Menu

Lightly baked Arctic char with crayfish broth, dill seed-infused onion, lightly smoked trout roe, crispy potato and watercress foam

Baked celeriac with chanterelle cream and mushroom butter, swede with bay leaf cream, and slow-roasted beef chuck with a bone marrow crust, smoked veal jus and potato and leek terrine

Medley of apples, with caramelised Frida apples from Österlen, apple sorbet, vanilla custard, caramel sauce and oat crumbs

Wines

Champagne Taittinger Brut Millésimé 2013
Gérard Bertrand Cigalus Rouge 2016
Ruppertsberger Riesling Auslese 2014

Coffee & Nobel Museum Tea Blend
Grönstedts VO
Facile Punsch
Stenkulla Brunn Mineral Water

Stadshusrestauranger in collaboration with
Chef Tom Söstedt as well as Pastry Chef Daniel Roos

Menu

Omble chevalier au four, bouillon de langoustines sur petits oignons à l’aneth, œufs de truite fumés, spaghettis de pommes de terre et sauce crème de cresson

Céleri-rave rôti, crème de girolles et beurre de champignons, rutabaga crème aux feuilles de laurier, paleron au four longue cuisson, croûte panko à la moelle, jus de veau fumé et terrine de poireaux pommes de terre

Déclinaison de pommes Frida de l’Österlen caramélisées, sorbet aux pommes, crème à la vanille, caramel et émiettée croquante

Vins

Champagne Taittinger Brut Millésimé 2013
Gérard Bertrand Cigalus Rouge 2016
Ruppertsberger Riesling Auslese 2014

Café & Mélange de thé Musée Nobel
Grönstedts VO
Facile Punsch
Eau Minerale Stenkulla Brunn

Stadshusrestauranger en collaboration avec
le Chef Tom Söstedt ainsi que le Chef Pâtissier Daniel Roos
**Basses of the Royal Swedish Opera Chorus**

Håkan Ekenäs, Andreas Lundmark, Ian Power, Jan Sörberg, Henrik Hugo, Johan Lilja, Mattias Milder, Alar Pintsaar, Johan Rydh and Peter Achrén.

**Musicians**
